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housing schemes in e C1 grad- cils cannot be expected to main- drains are not available and Wasa i
ually degenerate int expensive tain the infrastructure facilities is demanding substantial charges
slums after develop, ent due to due to their limited resources. for developing a trunk sewerage
flagrant violation of structural Roads are the first to deteriorate netWork for the purpose. As many
plans and lack of proper mainte- when the construction activity as 170 private housing schemes in
nance of infrastructure facilities. starts after the development of the city are facing the sewage dis-

Infastructure facilities start dete- housing schemes. Most of the roads posal problem at present.
riorating after the development of require repairs five years after Storm water drainage problem
housing schemes because the pri- development due to the movement is also common in most of the
vate and public developers make of trucks and tractor-trolleys trans- schemes as surface drainage
no arrangements for the :Oiainte- porting construction material but arrangements exist in none. Wasa
nance of the same. They consider no government agency is ready to has buikstorm water channels in
their task having been completed accept the responsibility. Funds are Garden Town, Faisal Town and
after the development of the usually sanctioned for repairs and Allama Iqbal Town, but the storm
schemes and disposal of plots. reconstruction of roads when the water cannot reach the same I

The City District Government, same have been rendered unser- because surface drains are still to
town municipal administrations viceable. be built for the purpose. The
and union councils start receiv- Sanitary conditions in the storm water drainage problem
ing taxes from the residents of housing schemes start deteriorat- crops up in every scheme when
housing schemes after develop- ing with the construction of hous- roads start disintegrating due to
ment. The Lahore Development es as sanitary workers are not its accumulation on account of
Authority receives the fees for deployed for cleaning the roads non~availabllity of vacant plots
transfer of ownership, sanction of and lifting the garbage for more for its disposal with'the increase
site plans and commercialization than 10 years after the develop- in number of buildings.
of all kinds of buildings, the CDG ment of a housing scheme. The Commercialization of residen-
rec,overs the sanitation fee, the residents continue dumping the tial plots is yet another nuisance
TMAs property tax and property garbage in vacant plots till the faced by the residents of the
transfer fee and the union coun- buildings come up there. The housing sch~es where residen-
cils the birth and death registra- Solid Waste Management starts tial and conimercial areas are
tion and licensing fees. lifting the garbage from its des- clearly demarcated in the struc-

The city government is recov- ,ignated collection points after tural plans..Resid~ntial plots on
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h'owever, commer-
bothered to deploy the required number of sanitary workers, how- cialized with the passage of time
number of sanitary workers for ever, takes many more years. making the lives of those living
sweeping the roads and streets. Waste water disposal is one of in the neighbourhood miserable
More sanitary workers have been the major problems faced in all on account' of increased noise
deployed in the localities outside new housing schemes because the and traffic problems.
the housing schemes paying far public as well as the private sec- The pace of commercialization
less sanitation fee. tor developers have stopped con- of residential buildings was slow

TMAs receive the property tax struction of surface drainage sys- till the establishment of the City
from the housing schemes, but terns for the purpose. The Water District Government three years
consider maintenance of infra- and Sanitation Agency builds a ago as the LDA continued to
structure facilities the responsi- sewerage system in every housing prosecute those doing so. No res-
bility of the LDA as it has not scheme and connects it to its idential plot or building could be
transferred most of the schemes trunk sewers for disposal in the commercialized without a no-
to towns. Allama Iqbal Town is Ravi; The private housing scheme objection certificate from the
the only LDA scheme which was developers lay the sewerage sys- neighbours. District Nazim Mian
transferred to the ex- tems, but face the problem of dis- Amer, however, dispensed with
Metropolitan Corporation of posal of the sewage. In the past, the NOC conqition and allowed
Lahore during the tenure of they used to solve the problem by unrestricted commercialization
Mian Azhar's mayorship in connecting the sewerage system on payment of a prescribed fee
1990's. The LDA is retaining the with that of Wasa or disposed of tWo years ago.
building control of all -housing their sewage in a drain when the Those opposed to the commer-
schemes developed by it and the schemes were developed adja- cialization of the residential
private sector and receiving site cent to the existing localities. The premises in their neighbourhood
plan sanction and commercializ- solution is not available any more are now left with no option.but to
taion fee without spending any- as most of the schemes are being dispose of their houses and
thing on the maintenance of developed in far-flung areas migrate.


